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Introduction 

The activity of the brain in general and all specific 

processes in the nervous tissue depend primarily on the 

level of oxygen supply [2,4,5].  

Anoxia as an extreme degree of acute oxygen 

starvation of the brain cells, regardless of the causes, 

leads to its greatest damage. This is due to the 

complexity of the morphological structure and functions 

performed by the brain, as well as low tolerance to 

oxygen deficiency, which is determined by a high 

metabolic level, lack of oxygen stores and macroergic 

compounds [3,6]. 

Different brain structures are differently resistant to 

anoxia of the same degree and duration. First of all, the 

functions of phylogenetically younger parts of the brain 

are impaired.  

The main links in the pathogenesis of acute cerebral 

oxygen deficiency are: deficit of energy generation, 

disruption of potential-determining ion transport, 

changes in acid-base status, excitotoxicity, occurrence 

of oxidative stress, inflammation and apoptosis. This 

causes structural and metabolic disturbances in the 

neurons of the brain, leading to its death [1,2,3]. 

Studies of acute cerebral oxygen deprivation are 

performed on animals, more often on rats, since these 

processes cannot be simulated in vitro.  

There are known models of cerebral anoxia by 

decapitation of rats or occlusion of vessels supplying 

blood to the brain. These methods of modeling are 

associated primarily with the termination of cerebral 

circulation [1]. 

However, due to the widespread respiratory pathology, 

as well as the possibility of external mechanical factors 

affecting the respiratory tract, the simulation of rat brain 

anoxia of respiratory genesis is relevant.  

The aim of the work was to develop an adequate model 

of cerebral anoxia of respiratory genesis in rats. 

Materials and methods of the study 

The study was performed on white mongrel rats (18 

males, weight 240±20 g) divided into 2 groups in 

compliance with the requirements of the Directive 

2010/63/EU of the European Parliament and of the 

Council dated September 22, 2010 on the protection of 

animals used for scientific purposes.  
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The control group (n=6) consisted of falsely operated 

rats with reproduction of all stages without anoxia. 

In the second group of rats (n=12), divided into 2 

subgroups (n=6), we simulated respiratory anoxia by 

tracheal compression. For this purpose, after achieving 

the required depth of anesthesia (sodium thiopental, 40 

mg/kg), the animal was fixed on the preparatory table 

with abdomen upwards. After cutting the skin along the 

midline of the neck from the chin area to the sternum, 

the neck muscles were bluntly loosened to the trachea, 

on which a ligature was applied for 30 minutes 

(subgroup 1) and 60 minutes (subgroup 2) below the 

rharyngeal cartilage.  

After decapitation, the brain was quickly extracted and 

fixed in Carnois fluid. The brain sections (parietal lobe) 

were then dehydrated in increasing concentrations of 

ethanol and embedded in paraffin. Frontal paraffin 

sections of the parietal lobe 7 µm thick were prepared 

and stained with Nissl thionine. The localization of the 

parietal cortex was determined using a stereotactic 

atlas [9]. 

Visual and morphometric evaluation of neurons was 

performed using ImageWarp image analysis software 

(Bitflow, USA).  

Thirty neurons of the fifth layer of the parietal cortex 

were studied in each animal to determine their size, 

shape and degree of chromatophilia [7,8]. 

The obtained quantitative continuous data were 

processed using methods of nonparametric statistics, 

the licensed computer program Statistica 10.0 for 

Windows (StatSoft, Inc., USA). The data were 

presented as Me (LQ; UQ), where Me was the median; 

LQ was the lower quartile value; UQ was the upper 

quartile value. The differences between the indices of 

control and experimental groups were considered 

reliable at p<0> 

Results of the study 

In the control group, up to 95% of the population of 

parietal cortex neurons were normochromic cells, while 

the remaining neurons were hypochromic (4%) and 

hyperchromic wrinkled (1%) cells (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Neurons of the fifth layer of the rat parietal cortex. Digital micrograph. Nissl staining. (A) control group (predominance of normochromic 

neurons); (B) after 30 minutes of anoxia (predominance of hyperchromic wrinkled neurons); (C) after 60 minutes of anoxia (predominance of 
hyperchromic wrinkled neurons); Std. lens x 20. 

Changes in the size and shape of neurons in the 

parietal cortex, as well as in the intensity of their 

cytoplasm staining were established in the 

experimental group animals.  

In both studied time periods in rats with anoxia there 

dominated hyperchromic wrinkled neurons - elongated 

and polygonal neurons with intensely stained 

cytoplasm, about 75% - in the group of rats with 30 min 

anoxia (p<0> 

There was no change in neuronal area after 30 minutes 

of anoxia (p>0.05), Fig. 2, Table 1.  But there was a 

change in the shape of neurons: the form factor 

decreased by 23% (p<0>).
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Fig. 2: Graphical representation of neuronal morphometry readings (size and shape) of the parietal cortex in rats with anoxia. 

Table. 1: Indices of size and shape of parietal cortex neurons in rats with anoxia 

Groups 

Indicators 

Area (µm2) Form-factor (units) 
Elongation factor 

(units) 

Control 186,6 (180,2; 191,0) 0,90 (0,90; 0,90) 1,25 (1,16; 1,34) 

Anoxia 30 minutes 180,6 (167,5; 188,7) 0,70* (0,68; 0,71) 2,13* (2,04; 2,23) 

Anoxia 60 minutes 121,5*(118,6; 133,4) 0,63* (0,59; 0,67) 2,19* (2,11; 2,27) 

Note: * - differences in reliability compared to the control group (p<0.05) 

By 60 minutes of anoxia the neuronal area had 

decreased by 35% (p<0>0.05).  

Thus, a study of the effects of respiratory anoxia on 

parietal cortex neurons in rats modeled by tracheal 

compression revealed the presence of structural 

changes that were more pronounced after 60 minutes. 

Conclusion  

As a result of using a new model of cerebral anoxia, 

abnormalities in the parietal cortex of the rat brain, 

manifested by changes in the size, shape of neurons, 

the degree of their chromatophilia, were established. 

This indicates the possibility of using the method of 

modeling anoxia by tracheal compression to study 

acute cerebral oxygen deficiency. It provides an 

opportunity to visually assess the dynamics of neuronal 

changes under anoxia conditions without shutting down 

the cerebral circulation. The proposed method of 

modeling cerebral anoxia in rats by tracheal 

compression may be of importance for further study of 

the consequences of brain disorders arising from 

respiratory pathology and external causes 

accompanied by asphyxia.  
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